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CALEBE LUO TALENT PASSPORT

Top strength: AGILE
Calebe learns fast and enjoys solving complex
problems through his logical, analytical way
of working.

He succeeds through

using reason to solve problems–
focusing on objectivity–
learning constantly–

Is a natural
problem-solver

May be constrained
by a desire for

structure and being
analytical

This strength is a key part of the way Calebe THINKS

THINKING measures how abstractly or concretely Calebe prefers to think when solving problems. Calebe is a fast learner, with a
particular skill when it comes to dealing with more complex reasoning problems. It's in his nature to think logically with a knack of
seeing rules and patterns in everything.

Top strength: VERY OPEN TO
EXPERIENCE
Calebe is imaginative and pays close attention
to how things look. He values diversity and
welcomes difference.

He succeeds through

his curiosity–
his vivid imagination and ability to see
things others may not

–

his adaptability–

Leaps
enthusiastically into

the unknown

Shys away from
repetitive tasks

Top strength: INNOVATIVE
Calebe stands out for his original thinking. He
enjoys finding new angles and ideas that no
one's tried before.

He succeeds through

his ability to innovate–
his lateral thinking–
his love of new ideas–

Enjoys coming up
with innovative

solutions

Can feel constrained
by too much routine

These strengths are part of Calebe’s CREATIVITY result

Calebe's CREATIVITY result measures how original and innovative his thinking is, or how logical and analytical it is. He is open-
minded, enjoys novelty and change, and is often coming up with new and interesting ideas.

Top strength: BALANCED
Calebe is good at keeping a cool head, and
staying upbeat and focused.

He succeeds through

his confidence–
keeping positive–
not worrying too much–

Stays calm when
stress levels rise

May not realise
when others are

stressed

This strength helps explain the way Calebe works with other people – his CONNECTIONS

The CONNECTIONS result measures how Calebe manages relationships and how well he works independently. Calebe enjoys being
at a stage in his career where he is helping other people, establishing connections and growing a network.


